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COMMENTSOX THE PROPOSEDVALIDATION OF PARTHENOPE
FABRICIUS, 1798. Z.N.{S.) 1487

(see this volume, pages 58-60)

By Fenner A. Chace, Jr. (Smithsonian Institution, U.S. National Museum,
Washington, D.C.)

As Dr. Holthuis has so impartially indicated in his apphcation, there is no
question about the legally correct position in this matter. There is little need,
therefore, for comment by carcinological specialists, except to emphasize that the
more than a dozen American species of the two genera involved have rarely, if ever,
been referred to by any other than the valid names Parthenope Weber and Daldorfia
Rathbun during more than half a century. The fact is of far less importance,
however, than is the basic principle involved in this application.

It is possible that Dr. Holthuis, whose judgment I respect greatly, chose to
support the side of the argimcient that had the best chance of success from a
practicable standpoint. He may have been influenced by the probably justifiable
belief that those who have disregarded the decisions of the Commission in the past
will continue to do so whenever those decisions differ from their own opinions.
On the other hand, those who have followed the Code previously will be inclined
to abide by the Commission rulings, even when they are objectionable. Frequent
use of the plenary powers, based on such opportunistic reasoning, can lead only
to eventual loss of confidence in the Commission by aU taxonomists, especially
by those who have been most loyal in the past. Temporary' and restricted
nomenclatural stabiUty may thereby be gained without due regard to more dangerous
and widespread instability in the future.

Article 79 of the current Code implies that the plenarj- powers of the Commission
are available when needed to suspend apphcation of the provisions of the Code
that would distiu-b stability or universality or cause confusion. In my opinion,
they should not be employed to change valid names, such as Parthenope and
Daldorfia, that have been used in monographic studies of a significant number of
species for more than 35 years.

By D. S. Johnson {Department of Zoology, University of Malaya, Singapore)

I wish to protest most strongly against the proposals made in Z.N.(S.) 1487.
It will be noted that Holthuis only cites one authority (Balss, 1957) later than
1950 as using the incorrect nomenclatiu-e he wishes to retain. This, one can
maintain, is offset by the fact that Garth (1958) uses the correct nomenclature.

Holthuis himself admits that all American writers on the Indo-West Pacific

use the correct names and he quotes three papers by non-American authors following
the same usage. I have not had time to conduct a thorough check of the literature.

A quick survey has revealed three recent works by non-American workers on the
Indo-Australian region in which the correct names are used (Tweedie, 1960, Bull.

Raffles Mus. 22 ; Buitendijk, 1950, Bull. Raffles Mus. 21 ; S. H. Chuang, 1961,
On Malayan Shores), and none in which the nomenclature Holthuis recommends is

followed.

It is of importance that On Malayan Shores is a non-specialist work so that the
correct nomenclature will inevitably gain considerable cmrency amongst non-
specialist zoologists.

Consideration should also be given to the fact that reference collections in

museums and universities in Malaya follow the correct nomenclature.
Parthenope Weber is a genus much used in teaching in Malaya and for the

past ten years at least the correct nomenclature has been used.
In my opinion the adoption of Holthuis's proposal will provoke widespread

nomenclatural confusion and instability in the Indo-Australian area, the very
area where the genus concerned is of most importance. This is clearly a case
where suspension of the Law of Priority will benefit no one with the exception
of a few European workers. The Commission should certainly not endorse the
proposal.


